Cabinet Doors
&
More

REFACING MEASURING GUIDE

UNLIMITED OPTIONS
At Cabinet Doors and More, we offer one of the largest selections of
cabinet doors in Western Canada. Most of the product is manufactured at our
location so this allows us to offer a custom program of a wide variety of products
that can be used to reface you existing cabinets. We manufacture products that
can be used as panels that can be used to replace or refinish all exposed ends,
fridge gables, bar back panels, and toe kicks. We can offer veneer sheets
finished to match the doors where panels are not useable. All doors can be
drilled for hinges to match your existing doors, for ease of install. With the drilling
we can also offer to replace all the existing hinges with a new soft close hinges.
At Cabinet Doors and More, we also manufacture dovetail drawer boxes
that can be used to replace drawers that are broken or needing replacement, or
in some instances adding drawers to existing cabinets.

HOW TO GET STARTED
We would always suggest when possible to start with a visit to our
showroom to view the options available.
Step 1
1)
2)

Select a door style: Choose from Melamine Doors,
Thermofoil doors, MDF lacquered doors or solid wood doors
Select a finish: We offer numerous colors of melamine
doors, 20 colors of Thermofoil doors, 60 plus options of
stains on wood doors and unlimited solid color option of
lacquer on wood or MDF

Step 2
1) Measure existing doors and panels. We always suggest where
possible, to measure the backs of the existing doors & drawer
fronts, as there is usually a square edge to get the most
accurate measurement. The more accurate the measurements
the easier the installation becomes. Measure each doors width,
height, and hinge hole locations, from top and bottom of the
door to the center of the hinge hole. Also specify if the door
opens to the left or to the right.

MEASURE HEIGHT 24 7/16” OR 622MM

MEASURE WIDTH 17 7/8” OR 455MM

MEASURE HINGING 3 7/16 OR 87MM
TOP OF DOOR TO CENTER

MEASURE PANELS REQUIRED
WIDTH 11 7/8 OR 300MM
HEIGHT 30 7/8 OR 784MM

BOTTOM OF DOOR TO CENTER

Step 3
1) Determine if any of the existing cabinets need replacing. Now
would be the time to determine if the fridge opening is tall
enough if you were to replace your fridge? Do you want to add
an over the range microwave? Do you want to adjust the upper
cabinets to go full height to the ceiling? Do you want to add any
drawers to the existing lower cabinets?
Step 4
1) Email the sizes along with the door profile and colors chosen
when you visited our showroom. Once all the information is
received this will allow us to offer a quote on the sizes and
products you supplied.
Step 5
1) If you are confident that your sizes are accurate we can order
off of these dimensions, remembering that the sizes you
supplied to Cabinet Doors and More, will be exactly what will be
made.
2) If you would prefer, for a fee we can send someone to site to
measure all the parts to confirm the sizes are correct. Or we
can also offer the services of some of our customers to come to
site and measure and do the installation, at which point they will
take over the entire sale. Cabinet Doors and More does not
offer installation of the products we supply, we are strictly a
manufacture.

